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earn.

the platform for data collection &
understanding at scale using voicebased technologies across
telephone and IoT devices

True Reply

Abstract
The next decade will be shaped by a few key technologies - Blockchain, virtual reality* (VR),
artificial intelligence (AI), and voice-based interfaces (Voice). By 2020, the combined penetration
and market of these technologies is estimated to reach over one billion households and over a
trillion U.S. dollars; that’s only four years away.
It is our belief that the future of technology and innovation will come down to Blockchain and
Voice. Blockchain will simplify and empower all other technologies through a decentralized,
secure, and trust-less framework by which all other technologies will be built on top of.
Blockchain will be Internet 3.0.
Voice will be the main interface to virtual reality and AI - at least for the next 10-15 years. We’ll
talk to our homes, our automobiles, our artificial assistants - and we’ll be understood. Our
automobiles will understand what it means to “take me home” and our virtual reality assistants
will understand “build me an interstellar hotrod.”
Imagine everything you do today with your phones, tablets, and laptops and then strip away all
the touching and the typing. Imagine when your entire experience is powered by your voice.
What does this world look like? What does this change mean to the way we interact with our
world? How will we apply for jobs, how will we search for homes, and how will we share our
thoughts and opinions?
This is the world that the team at True Reply is preparing for and believes it can impact.
Today, True Reply focuses on the very real problem of bridging understanding through a voicebased platform. Right now, True Reply empowers anyone to deploy voice-based engagements surveys, interviews, feedback - accessible via any telephone or Amazon Alexa-powered device to
gain better insight and understanding.
Tomorrow, True Reply will be the platform for intelligent, automated voice-based engagement
between any organization and it’s followers, fans, or audience. True Reply will be the distribution
platform for reaching out into a world interfacing via Voice.
* when referencing virtual reality or VR, we also include mixed reality and augmented reality.
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The Origin Story
True Reply was originally designed as a testing and training platform for english fluency in
telephone based customer support roles.
For about eight years, True Reply was a research project in how to analyze voice-based feedback
and audio recordings for rating & analysis. We took that research and applied it to the True
Reply platform for intelligent, automated voice-based surveying. Today, anyone can configure and
launch a survey within minutes via True Reply. Participants can call into a toll-free number or use
any Amazon Alexa-powered device to hear questions and provide answers. True Reply takes the
responses from participants and creates a fully indexed, open-searchable database that is
accessible via a simple user dashboard. Multi-layered insights makes finding relevant data,
connections and generating reporting from survey outcomes simple and actionable.
Founder, Jose Cotto, witnessed a very real opportunity to make a difference in the lives
of patients while helping several non-profit organizations of debilitating diseases. For
people living with these conditions, the onset of mid to late stage symptoms can
greatly impede their ability to continue participating in clinical trial studies and/or
patient registries. He saw an opportunity, through the power of the True Reply
platform, to help patients. Now patients are able to continue participating in
clinical trial research and patient registries well into the late stages of their
conditions. Even after symptoms have progressed to the point where traditional
in-person or computer based participation becomes too difficult to maintain, True
Reply surveys are fully accessible via voice. For administrators, being able to
positively impact patient attrition and have access to a whole new data class is both
empowering and exciting.
Continued development and enhancement of the True Reply platform has led us to new
opportunities in market research and consumer research. True Reply has evolved to offer call-in
cohort surveying, longitudinal surveying on auto-pilot, incentivized surveying and more.
In November 2017, True Reply became the first and only platform approved by Amazon to collect
consumer feedback via any Amazon Alexa-powered device. This alone exposes True Reply to
well over 36 million households. Anyone with an Amazon Echo or similar device can earn money
or rewards simply by taking surveys at their discretion and without interrupting other activities.
Presently, earnings on the True Reply platform can be cashed out via PayPal. The addition of a
Blockchain-based digital currency, however, provides the best opportunity for eliminating fees
and streamlining transactions on an already active and functional platform.
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The Market Opportunity
The long-term vision of True Reply is to be THE market & consumer research data collection
platform of choice using voice-powered technologies.

The U.S. industry for business intelligence, market research,
and opinion polling will reach $31 billion by 2020. MarketResearch.com
Spending on market research for 2017 was estimated to reach $16 billion in the US with an
expectation to see those numbers double by 2022, ref. Fuel Cycle. The future of market research lies
in AI, machine learning, and voice-powered interfaces like those found today in the Amazon Echo
and Google Home smart speakers, ref. Fuel Cycle.
Today the smart speaker ecosystem is mainly made
up of the Amazon Echo product line, Google Home,
and Sonos One. Smart speaker sales grew over
128% in 2017 to reach an estimated 36 million
homes and a conservative estimate places
penetration at over 70 million households in the
next 4 years (ref. TechCrunch 1). But the
opportunity doesn’t end there.
Just this year at CES 2018, Ford & Toyota show’d off integrations of Amazon Alexa in their
vehicles. The first implementations of Alexa is automobiles is projected to roll off the line in
2018. Soon you’ll be able to earn with Alexa in your car via True Reply while you’re stuck in
traffic or making a milk run.
Whether participants engage via phone, smart home devices, car, or even apps supporting
Amazon Alexa, the True Reply experience is frictionless, consistent, and rewarding.
For every single brand, targeted consumer research is vital to continued development of their
offerings, branding, and product decisions. True Reply provides a multi-point platform for
collecting feedback, opinions, and insight from private panels or the general public. Soon, True
Reply will bring online our Silent Voice option for surveys which strips all participant identifiable
information responses and voice identification. Silent Voice will empower participants,
companies, and organizations to better engage and understand each other.
The market opportunity for True Reply will expand beyond the +$16 billion market research
and consumer research industry very quickly as our technology for analyzing voice audio
becomes more sophisticated and intelligent.
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The Platform
True Reply is live for brands and participants alike. Anyone can go to their Amazon Alexapowered device today and engage with True Reply and start earning. Any brand or agency can
start using True Reply today to create incentivized surveys and start building their consumer
data across the Amazon Alexa community or by deploying a toll-free phone survey in literature,
across social networks, or via their website.
True Reply is built atop cutting edge cloud-based
technologies. We use Amazon Web Services for things like
scalable, server-less computing, asset hosting, secure data
hosting, and text-to-speech. Twilio is used for all telephony
services, while IBM Watson and Google are used to
transcribe & translate audio.
Our proprietary engine for Natural Language Processing
& Natural Language Understanding and our insights
engine drive post-data collection innovations where we
compute trends, sentiments, demographic analyses, and
more.

Our web UI is built to modern standards
and is fully functional for anyone who
wants to administer intelligent, voicebased surveys.
The UI is designed in a simple, linear
fashion that gives administrators access to
a powerful set of actionable insights as
well as full audio recording and transcriptions that are
fully indexed and open-searchable.
We also have a dedicated UI for participants of the
incentivized survey community.
Anyone participating in an incentivized survey can
register and login to the Web UI to access information
on surveys taken, review rewards earned, and cash out
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The Empathy Algorithm

TM

At True Reply we have achieved some amazing things in a very short period of time.

- We made dynamic & intelligent voice-based data collection accessible to anyone
- We become the first platform approved for incentivized surveying across the Amazon Alexa
-

community
We became the first company or platform ever to allow people to earn cryptocurrency via
any Amazon Alexa powered device

But, for the team at True Reply, this is only the beginning of an amazing journey. Our quest is one
of understanding.
First, we want to allow people to understand each other at scale through intelligent, automated
voice-based data collection that leads to a deep and emotional understanding of the community.
After this, however, comes the challenge of extending this emotional
understanding to the devices and software platforms of the future.
True Reply believes that voice, specifically voice-based interfaces,
will be fundamental to every major computing shift for the next
20 years. We’ll talk to our cars, our homes, and our virtual
reality assistants.
The True Reply Empathy Algorithm™ will empower our AIdriven counterparts to understand not just what we’re saying, but
why. This level of understanding will be a requirement for the
successful integration of robots into our home and autonomous
vehicles into our daily lives.
The Empathy Algorithm™ will combine over 2 decades worth of contextual analysis with
cutting edge audio and behavioral analysis to deliver on the promise that every voice-based
interface understands when you are happy, sad, excited, or desperate. Through longitudinal
analysis, The Empathy Algorithm™ will even be able to detect change in moods and
psychological shifts that could help prevent crime and detect early onset illnesses - The Empathy
Algorithm™ will help save lives.
Version One of the Empathy Algorithm™ will allow OEMs to process their audio through the
analysis engine and receive key indicators to the speakers mental and emotional states for an
endless possibility of use cases.
The Empathy Algorithm™ is the ultimate vision of True Reply, as a company and a platform.
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The Blockchain
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True Reply seeks to create a vibrant and fruitful ecosystem that maximizes the value
proposition for all involved in consumer research and healthcare research, for practitioners and
participants alike. We see the addition of an Ethereum-based token as a powerful way to reduce
fees, streamline the direct transactions between brands and consumers, and create
transportability for earned rewards.
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The Reply Token
True Reply is conducting a Utility Token Offer or UTO. In an effort to avoid issues often suffered
by the ERC20 standard, for it’s UTO, True Reply will be utilizing the more advanced and reliable
standard set forth in ERC223, also referred to as ERC23 standard.
ERC23 is a superset of the ERC20 token standard. It is a step forward toward economic
abstraction at the application/contract level. ERC23 is also a safer standard, as it doesn't allow
token transfers to contracts that don't support token receiving and handling.
Reply token has been integrated into the True Reply platform making it the first ever platform
for earning cryptocurrency using any Amazon Alexa-powered device. Soon Reply token will be
deployed for brands to facilitate incentivized consumer research surveys. The cost of conducting
a survey and rewarding participants will be reflected in U.S. dollars, and payments made with
Reply token is done using the current dollar conversion rate for Reply token.
WITHIN THE TRUE REPLY PLATFORM, TRUE REPLY WILL HONOR REPLY TOKEN AT A MINIMAL VALUE OF 1 (ONE) DOLLAR TO 1
(ONE) REPLY TOKEN FOR LAUNCHING SURVEYS AND WHEN ACCEPTING PAYMENT IN REPLY TOKEN. IT IS OUR VISION THAT ALL
STAKEHOLDERS - BRANDS, AGENCIES, AND THE PARTICIPANT COMMUNITY - WILL CHOOSE REPLY TOKEN ONCE THE
ADVANTAGES OF THE TOKEN BECOME EVIDENT.

True tokens can be transferred to any Ethereum wallet that has support for smart contracts
such as MyEtherWallet.com, MetaMask, Jaxx, Eidoo, or Mist.
True token allocation will be broken up as follows:

Total Reply Token Allocation
Utility Token Oﬀer (UTO)

200,000,000

Reserve

100,000,000

Bounties

50,000,000

Founders

50,000,000

Community Building Reserve

Total Supply

100,000,000

500,000,000

Tokens held in reserve will begin exchange listing immediately following the end of the main sale
on April 1st 2018, refer to roadmap. Until the exchange begin listing Reply token, the only way
to acquire Reply token will be through participation in the UTO or through participation in
incentivized surveys via the True Reply platform and Amazon Alexa-powered devices. Support
for Google Home is on track for release in 2018 - see our roadmap for details.
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The Reply Token Economy
The goal of Reply token within the True Reply platform is to empower anyone to explore the
rise of digital currency without risk. Anyone with an Amazon Alexa-powered device can
participate in True Reply surveys and earn money which they can then cash out to Reply token,
an ERC23 token transferrable to any Ethereum wallet supporting ERC20 tokens.
The Reply token ecosystem is a dual marketplace for data. Brands, agencies, organizations, and
any institution or business, small and large, can deploy a True Survey to gain insight and
understanding from their community in a new, exciting, and cost-efficient way.
Anyone wanting to launch a True Survey will pay with Reply token at a minimum rate of $1.00 =
1 Reply token directly within the True Reply platform or they can link a supporting wallet to
their True Reply account and acquire their Reply token off platform.
Through any Amazon Alexa-powered device, people can answer incentivized surveys to earn
money. Earnings can then be cashed out to fiat via PayPal or directly to Reply token* and to a
supporting wallet.
This is the Reply Token Economy.

Businesses create
incentivized surveys

Businesses buy Reply
token to create surveys

Incentivized Surveys
distributed via Amazon Alexa

Participants earn Reply token by
completing surveys via Amazon Alexa

* We do plan to support additional currencies in the future through technology integration and partnerships.
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The Utility Token Offer
We are thrilled in what we’ve achieved in the development of True Reply thus far and are
humbled at your interest in becoming a part of our future.
The goal for our Utility Token Offer (UTO) is to collect funds via a discounted sale of Reply
token to build our community and advance our technology. We have structured our UTO with
these goals in mind while also insuring the greatest level of availability for those who wish to
save on their research via voice-based technologies and the IoT community.
The Pre-UTO for True Reply will occur on January 15th with the UTO launching on March 1st.
The UTO token price is 1 (one) Ethereum
per10,000 tokens.
The Pre-UTO will be limited to 50,000,000*
tokens. Participants receive a 5x bonus or
50,000 tokens per Ethereum. Max purchase
cap is 10% of total available or 5,000,000
tokens or 100 Ethereum. Tokens not sold will
be rolled over to the community reserve.
We have established three finance goals Lite Cap, Soft Cap, and Hard Cap.
Each level of financing we reach has a specific
budget opportunity that will benefit the
growth of True Reply and the community.
UTO Structure

Date

Pre-UTO

January 15th - February 1st

UTO (with Pre-UTO Excess)

March 1st - April 15th

Tokens Available
50,000,000
200,000,000

Ether to Token
1 ETH = 50,000 (5x Bonus)
1 ETH = 10,000

True Reply’s mission is to expand the applicability and accessibility of voice and voice technology
to better reach and understand the community. We truly believe the addition of the Ethereum
blockchain and cryptocurrencies to our ecosystem will empower all stakeholders - brands and
participants alike - to realize our vision in a mutually beneficial ecosystem that drives crypto
earnings instead of purchase.
* Approximately 1 million Reply token were sold in pre-sale; the remaining 49 million have been rolled
into the community reserve.
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UTO Requirements
True Reply intends to work toward it’s roadmap goals regardless of the level of success of this
Utility Token Offer or UTO. It is our belief that the community will come to embrace and utilize
Reply token for all the advantages that a secure, decentralized blockchain like Ethereum offers
to a fully functional and powerful platform like True Reply.
Our goal for this UTO is to accelerate growth. We hope to grow the community of participants
and practitioners alike.
In an attempt to make the Pre-UTO and UTO accessible to as many participants as possible,
participants are limited to a maximum purchase of 10% of the available tokens.
Purchase Limits
Pre-UTO
UTO

5,000,000
20,000,000

Our intention is to spur activity across our platform that will benefit the community that we are
working together to grow.
Every participant of the UTO & Pre-UTO event will receive a True Reply platform account.
Participants of the Pre-UTO and UTO will be able to create and deploy incentivized surveys
after the UTO is completed. Refer to the roadmap on specifics.
In order to participate in the UTO, participants will agree to committing 10% of their purchased
tokens in their True Reply wallet for a period of 120 days. This allocated amount is intended to
be used by participants of the UTO to deploy incentivized surveys across the Amazon Alexapowered ecosystem and kick-start their market research, engagement, and brand promotion.
This limit will not apply to Pre-UTO participants.
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Roadmap

their rewards.

2017
Platform Beta Launch

October 2017
Version 1.0 launches and was made available to non-profits as a way to
bridge the patient knowledge gap for those living with debilitating diseases,
the clinical researchers trying to find a cure, and the foundations helping
them all.

True Reply & Amazon Alexa

Late November 2017
True Reply comes to the Amazon Alexa ecosystem of devices and the
Alexa community. In November we became the first and only platform
approved by Amazon for the engagement of the Alexa community via
incentivized surveys.

True Reply & HNF Case Study

Early November 2017
The Hereditary Neuropathy Foundation hosts a Pain Summit and uses
True Reply to survey patients to gain a better understand of the impact of
pain in the quality of life for patients living with CMT.

True Reply Participant Platform

December 2017
The UI & platform goes live for participants. Anyone with an Amazon Echo
or similar device can now register, track rewards, and cash out earnings to
PayPal.

2018 Roadmap
Administrator Updates

Quarter 1 2018
Survey branching, outbound phone surveying via auto-call of telephone
number lists, Silent Voice, and enhanced insights (reporting).

True Reply iOS App & Exchange Listings

Quarter 3 2018
Launch of the True Reply app which allows anyone to browse, track,
and participate in incentivized surveys via a customized Amazon
Alexa experience. First exchanges to begin listing Reply token.

ERC23 Integration & Google Home

Quarter 2 2018
Integration of Reply token to allow administrators to pay with our
token and allow participants taking incentivized surveys to earn
token. True Reply for Google Home launch.

Multi-language support & auto-translation
Quarter 4 2018
Ability to create surveys in English and deploy them in multiple
languages. Responses are automatically translated to english.

2019 Roadmap
Audio Analysis Engine (AAE)

Quarter 1 2019
Alpha Launch
Enhanced audio analysis engine enabling
emotion, sentiment, and intention profiling

HomeKit & True Reply Reserve Release, 1st
Quarter 2 2019
Homekit integration for True Reply on Apple HomePod. First
scheduled release of 20 million Reply tokens to supported exchanges.

TBD

Quarter 2 2018
To be determined

True Reply Reserve Release, 2nd
Quarter 4 2019
Second scheduled release of 20 million Reply tokens to supported
exchanges.
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The Team
True Reply is lead by a team of three experienced professionals with a history of successfully
launching technology start-ups, working with healthcare, pharmaceutical, and non-profit
organizations, and managing multi-million dollar programs for government, Fortune 500
healthcare, and financial services companies.

Jose Cotto is the founder of True Reply having conceptualized and designed the
platform over the course of 8 years. Jose is responsible for the design and engineering of
the current iteration of True Reply. Jose has developed the NLP algorithms, web platform,
and backend systems that makes True Reply possible.
Jose has been at the intersection of business and engineering since he was 9 years old
when he sold a custom built billing system to local bodegas in Brooklyn.
Over the last 10 years, Jose has lived and breathed the design and building of products in
several startups. As lead engineer and co-founder, Jose has designed and developed some
of the most complex platforms for big data analysis in the social data space - the design
and development of the original oneQube platform, the redesign and re-engineering of
Tweetchat.com, and the design and engineering of Iconohash.com to name a few.
Jeremy Manjorin is co-founder and Chief Operations Officer of True Reply. Jeremy
brings over 18 years of development and technology program management to the team.
Throughout his career, Jeremy has specialized in managing the development and
implementation of large-scale, global, multi-million dollar training and communication
programs for a variety of industries.
Jeremy was the CEO and founder of a successful consulting and staffing company
specializing in communications, training and development management for global ERP
implementations.

Robert Moore is co-founder and Chief Alliance Officer. Robert is leading the efforts in
market development and community building.
Robert has co-founded several successful digital-based companies that pioneered the use
of consumer-reported information, surveys, and big data models. Robert has successfully
founded a variety of technology start-ups with successful exits.
Robert is an expert at digital customer acquisition, having built several multimillion
consumer databases over the last two decades.

truereply.com

True Reply

Talk To Us

True Reply believes in remaining open and accessible. Any questions or concerns regarding the
True Reply platform, Reply token, True Reply on Amazon Alexa-powered devices, earning with
True Reply, or cashing out with True Reply can be posed via Twitter @TrueReply or via our
Telegram, link can be found at TrueReply.com/uto.
The ongoing conversation of True Reply, the True Reply Utility Token Offer, and the True Reply
community will always occur via Twitter.
Dear Participant,
I created True Reply to help patients living with debilitating diseases, but in the short period
we’ve been live, True Reply has grown to become so much more.
True Reply will impact the lives of millions beyond just healthcare.
With your help, your trust, and your vision, the team at True Reply will bring our complete
vision to life.
Thank you for considering to participate in our Utility Token Offer.
All the best,
Jose Cotto
Founder of True Reply
@josecotto

THE PLATFORM FOR CONDUCTING AND PARTICIPATING IN AUTOMATED PAID SURVEYS VIA
TELEPHONE AND AMAZON ALEXA-POWERED DEVICES.

